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Shannon is a partner with the firm’s Construction Projects practice group. Shannon’s areas of practice include various contentious as well as non-contentious work in the area of building and construction law – the focus of her practice more than 10 years.

Shannon’s main area of practice is dispute resolution. She is regularly engaged in court litigation, international arbitration, adjudications proceedings under the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act (SOPA), expert determinations and mediations. She has been involved in a broad spectrum of civil and commercial disputes and has developed a niche in infrastructure as well as energy sector disputes. Apart from being an advocate/ counsel, she also adjudicates disputes when she sits as an arbitrator from time to time.

Apart from contentious work, with a view to providing her clients with comprehensive legal advice as well as a means of combining the extensive commercial and technical knowledge gained from her work in dispute resolution, Shannon is also involved in various non-contentious work in the area of building and construction law. She has been involved in the drafting and review of construction and engineering contracts and is familiar with the various local and international standard form contracts (eg. the PSSCOC, SIA, NEC, FIDIC etc).

Shannon has acted for a broad range of clients including developers, contractors, sub-contractors, specialist contractors, suppliers and government bodies. She has represented clients from many jurisdictions, including Singapore, Indonesia, Maldives, People’s Republic of China, the Middle East and India. Shannon has been recognised in the Singapore Business Review “Singapore’s most influential lawyers aged 40 and under” list for 2016.

---

**Hazel Tang Bik Kwan**  
Centre Director  
Singapore International Mediation Centre

Hazel is an accredited mediator in Singapore and Shanghai and is also an arbitrator with leading arbitration institutions.

Hazel is currently with the Singapore International Mediation Centre, and part of her role involves raising awareness in the region about formulating effective dispute resolution strategies using mediation.

Prior to joining the Singapore International Mediation Centre, Hazel was a partner in the international arbitration and construction practice group with a leading Singapore law firm with a regional presence, and was also based in China for a period. Hazel regularly conducted seminars, conferences and in-house trainings for multinational companies, and statutory bodies on risk prevention and management in the region.

Her focus has been on assisting businesses to effectively manage resolve disputes. Hazel’s experience in practice spans across the spectrum of litigation, arbitration, adjudication, negotiation and mediation.
Adjudication and Payment Dispute Resolution

About the Event

The oft-quoted phrase “Cash-flow is the lifeblood of the construction industry” was made by the late Lord Denning in a series of English Court of Appeal decisions in the 1970s. Close to 50 years later this phrase still rings true and to ensure that the cash keeps flowing the “adjudication” mechanism was introduced in Singapore via the Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act (SOPA) enacted in 2005.

Whilst the adjudication regime exists to aid stakeholders, it is only useful to the extent that stakeholders understand how to properly utilise the SOPA regime to their advantage to enforce and protect their rights. Issues of computation of timelines in relation to claims / responses as well as the formalities to be complied with are common pitfalls encountered by parties. These common pitfalls demonstrate that a good understanding of the SOPA regime is crucial to the proper administration of ongoing projects and consequently cash flow.

Also, it bears reminder that adjudication whilst important, is not necessary the end of the matter. Stakeholders should also be cognisant of the effect of an adjudication determination, how to deal with an adverse determination and to consider the alternatives in the context of the parties’ chosen contractual dispute resolution method.

The aim of this full day seminar is to give stakeholders some practical tips, with reference to actual case studies, to avoiding potential pitfalls in managing projects and claims in the context of the adjudication regime in Singapore.

Review of actual case studies to understand application of the regime in a practical context will be included.

How would you Benefit from the Event?

- Understand the adjudication regime in Singapore
- Understand contractual adjudication clauses
- Practical and tactical tips in preparing a payment claim and a payment response in anticipation of adjudication
- Consider the various types of claims that can be made in adjudication proceedings (eg. variations, prolongation, etc)
- Prepare in advance the strategies that you may adopt in adjudication proceedings
- Understand the court’s role in enforcing or setting aside an adjudication determination

Industries that will benefit from the course

All companies involved in the supply of services and goods in the building and construction industry (for both private as well as public sector projects). Main contractors, sub-contractors, specialist sub-contractors, suppliers and consultants.

Job titles that will benefit from the course

Contract Managers, Project Managers, Site Managers/ supervisors, Quantity Surveyors, Consultants, Engineers, Legal Counsel and anyone with a key role to play in assessment as well as submission of payment claims and responses from this companies should attend.

Event Program

Registration and coffee starts at 0900 daily. The course begins at 0930 sharp and ends at 1700. Lunch and refreshments will be provided for all attendees during the event.

Introduction and overview
- The Adjudication Regime and its objective
- Relevant statutory provisions
- Importance of the regime in the Singapore context – why it cannot be ignored
- The dual track regime in Singapore – Statutory and Contractual
- An overview of standard form clauses (PSSCOC, SIA, Redas etc)

Payment Claims
- The timing of a payment claim is crucial
- Preparation of a payment claim - details and supporting documents
- Compliance with statutory and contractual formalities
- Claims that may or may not be included in adjudication
  - variations, retention, prolongation
  - final account and repeat claims

Payment Responses
- Timing and contents of the response
- Strategy – reasons and alternatives
- When should you object to the validity of a payment claim?
- Validity of possible counterclaims: set off, liquidated damages, damages for defects
- When should you object to the validity of a payment claim?

The Adjudication
- When does the right to adjudicate arise?
- The application, response and process
- What should be properly included in an adjudication application
- What can be included in an adjudication response
- When can you object to the jurisdiction of the Adjudicator

What happens after an Adjudication Determination has been rendered
- Enforcing an adjudication determination
- Is it possible to seek a review or set aside an Adjudication determination?
- The steps involved in a review or setting aside
- The court’s role in the process

Managing conflicts throughout the project: Developing an effective risk management strategy
- How it all fits: Adjudication, Court Litigation, Arbitration, Mediation.
- Mediation: what is it, when to go for it, and how to prepare for it?
- 3-Step Risk Management Strategy in Construction Projects: Prevention, Management, Resolution.

REGISTER TODAY! Tel: (65) 9190 5966 • Email: noni@k2b.com.sg • Website: www.k2binternational.com/adjudication

K2B International Pte Ltd does not have any subsidiaries, nor any agencies, affiliation, partnership, joint venture, employee–employer or franchiser–franchisee relationship with any other companies.
REGISTRATION FORM
ADJUDICATION AND PAYMENT DISPUTE RESOLUTION

28 June 2018
HDB Centre of Building Research, Woodlands

TRAINING COURSE PRICES

My registration code is: DTS-03

INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATION (Standard Price)
- Individual: $5,400

GROUP REGISTRATION (Price after team discounts)
- Group of 3: $5,114 (save $560)
- Group of 5: $5,180 (save $560)
- Group of 8: $5,272 (save $5,480)

TEAM DISCOUNTS* (PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX)
K2B International recognises the value of learning in teams. This applies to group bookings from the same company at the same time.

- Group of 3 or more: 5%
- Group of 5 or more: 10%
- Group of 8 or more: 15%

DELEGATE DETAILS
Please photocopy for additional delegates and/or delegate with different addresses.

Delegate 1 Name: ____________________________  Mr  Mrs  Ms  Dr  Other
Job Title: ________________________________  Email: ________________________________
Delegate 2 Name: ____________________________  Mr  Mrs  Ms  Dr  Other
Job Title: ________________________________  Email: ________________________________
Delegate 3 Name: ____________________________  Mr  Mrs  Ms  Dr  Other
Job Title: ________________________________  Email: ________________________________
Invoicing Contact: ____________________________
Telephone: ____________________  Fax: ____________________
Organisation: ____________________  Department: ____________________
Address: ____________________  Country: ____________________
Postal Code: ____________________

Signature: ____________________  Date: ____________________
I agree to K2B International Pte Ltd’s Terms & Conditions.

PAYMENT METHODS
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR PREFERRED METHOD OF PAYMENT
- By Bank Draft: Made payable to K2B International Pte Ltd
- By Cheque: In Singapore Dollars only and drawn on a bank in Singapore. Made payable to K2B International Pte Ltd
Cheque Number: ____________________
- By Telegraphic Transfer:
Please quote APDR 2018 with remittance advice.
K2B International Pte Ltd bank details:
Bank Name: United Overseas Bank Limited
Account Name: K2B International Pte Ltd
Bank No: 7375
Branch Code: 001
Swift Code: UOVBSGSG
Address: 80 Raffles Place Singapore 048624
All bank charges to be borne by remitter.

Please ensure that K2B International receives the full invoiced amount.

THREE WAYS TO REGISTER
Phone: (65) 9190 5966
Address: 80 Raffles Place, UOB Plaza 1, Level 36-00, Singapore 048624
Email: noni@k2b.com.sg

K2B International Pte Ltd does not have any subsidiaries, nor any agencies, affiliation, partnership, joint venture, employee—employer or franchisee relationship with any other companies.

ACCOMMODATION INFO
Accommodation and travel costs are not included in the training fee.

Once you have completed, signed and sent this training registration form to K2B International, we will email you a delegate welcome pack. You will receive the hotel’s booking form in this pack which you can fax to the hotel to reserve your room at a discounted rate.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
PAYMENT POLICY: Payment is due in full at the time of registration and it includes lunches, refreshments and detailed conference materials. Your registration will not be confirmed until payment is received and may be subject to cancellation.

CANCELLATION & SUBSTITUTIONS - You may substitute delegates at any time. K2B International Pte Ltd does not provide refunds for cancellations. For cancellations received in writing more than seven (7) days prior to the conference you will receive a 100% credit to be used at another K2B International Pte Ltd conference for up to one year from the date of issuance. For cancellations received seven (7) days or less prior to an event including day 7, no credits will be issued. In the event that K2B International Pte Ltd cancels an event, delegate payments at the date of cancellation will be credited to a future K2B International Pte Ltd event. This credit will be available for up to one year from the date of issuance. In the event that K2B International Pte Ltd postposes an event, delegate payments at the postponement date will be credited towards the rescheduled date. If the delegate is unable to attend the rescheduled event, the delegate will receive a 100% credit representing payments made towards a future K2B International Pte Ltd event. This credit will be available for up to one year from the date of issuance. No refunds will be available for cancellations or postponements. K2B International Pte Ltd is not responsible for any loss or damage as a result of a substitution, alteration, cancellation or postponement of an event. K2B International Pte Ltd shall assume no liability whatsoever in the event this conference is cancelled, rescheduled or postponed due to a fortuitous event, act of God, unforeseen occurrence or any other event that renders performance of this conference impracticable or impossible. For purposes of this clause, a fortuitous event shall include, but not be limited to: war, fire, labor strike, extreme weather or other emergencies.

PROGRAM CHANGES POLICY - Please note that speakers and topics were confirmed at the time of publishing; however, circumstances beyond the control of the organizers may necessitate substitutions, alterations or cancellations of the speakers and/or topics. As such, K2B International Pte Ltd reserves the right to add or modify the advertised speakers and/or topics if necessary. Any substitutions or alterations will be updated on our web page as soon as possible.

YOUR DETAILS - Please email enquiries@k2binternational.com and inform of any incorrect details which will be amended accordingly.

DATA PROTECTION - Personal data is gathered in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. Your data may be passed to other companies who wish to communicate with you offers related to your business activities. If you do not wish to receive these offers, please check the box below:

Please do not pass my information to any third party.
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